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The system of spelling and romanization of Arabic toponyms  
used in the SyrHer database  

 
For designating a site (region, city, building, archaeological site, etc.), the database gives its 

name and possible variants/alternative names in European languages (principally English 

and German) and Arabic, both in Latin and in Arabic script. Regarding the variants, the list 

cannot aim at completeness. 

  

As the principal name of a site, the Arabic designation is given, both in transliteration and 

Arabic script.  

Example: Jamiʿ al-Bahramiyya, not Bahramiyya Mosque, and Burj as-Saʿa, not Clock Tower.  

The “translated” forms (Bahramiyya Mosque, Clock Tower) would be given as 

variants/alternatives. 

 

For the transliteration/romanization of Arabic names, SyrHer follows basically the 

transliteration system of IJMES (International Journal of Middle East Studies). For a full 

documentation of the IJMES transliteration system, see 
http://ijmes.chass.ncsu.edu/IJMES_Translation_and_Transliteration_Guide.htm 
 
IMPORTANT EXCEPTION from the IJMES rules:  
 

Assimilation of al- 

The Arabic definite article al- is assimilated when followed by a “sun letter” (marked red in 

the alphabetical transliteration list below): in this case, the /l/ of the article al- assimilates to 

the initial consonant of the following noun, resulting in a doubled consonant.  

Example: az-Zawiya, not al-Zawiya; Khan an-Nahhasin, not Khan al-Nahhasin, ash-Shaykh, 

not al-Shaykh. 

 

When the definite article is followed by a moon letter (marked black in the list below), no 

assimilation takes place, Example: al-Madrasa, Khan al-Jumruk. 

 

In all other regards, the treatment of al- follows IJMES rules: 

- The definite article (e.g., the Arabic al-) is lowercase everywhere, except when the first 

word of a sentence or an endnote.  

- When an Arabic name is shortened to just the surname, the al- is retained. For example, 

Hasan al-Banna becomes al-Banna. Connectors in names—such as bin, bint, abu, etc.—are 

lowercase only when preceded by a name, e.g., Usama bin Ladin, but Bin Ladin, Ibn 

Khaldun, etc.  

 
Alphabetical transliteration/romanization list (sun letters marked in red):  
See next page 
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Arabic letter Transliteration 
without diacritics 

DMG system Name of letter 

)أ، إ، ئ، ؤ  (ء   ʾ (ʾa, ʾi, ʾu) ʾ hamza 

 a ā Alif ا

 b b Ba ب

 t t Ta ت

 th ṯ Tha ث

 j ǧ Jim ج

 h ḥ Ha ح

 kh ḫ Kha خ

 d d Dal د

 dh ḏ Dhal ذ

 r r Ra ر

 z z Zay ز

 s s Sin س

 sh š Shin ش

 s ṣ Sad ص

 d ḍ Dad ض

 t ṭ Ta ط

 z ẓ Za ظ

 ʿ ʿ ʿAyn ع

 gh ġ Ghayn غ
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 f f Fa ف

 q q Qaf ق

 k k Kaf ك

 l l Lam ل

 m m Mim م

 n n Nun ن

 h h Ha "ـ

 w / u / aw w / ū / aw / au Waw و

 y / i / ay y / ī / ay / ai Ya ي

 a / at  a / at Ta marbuta ة

 

Synopsis of the SyrHer romanization system: 

 
“Simplified” romanization: 

 
In accordance with the IJMES system, place names are romanized without using diacritics 

(i.e. without the special characters having lines or dots above or below the letters). Some 

different Arabic letters will therefore appear identical in romanized form: 

 

 both appear as  t  ط  and  ت
 both appear as  d  ض  and  د

 both appear as  z   ظ  and  ز

 both appear as  h   ه  and  ح

 both appear as  s   ص  and  س

 

Place names with accepted English spellings should be spelled in accordance with English 

norms: for example Baalbek, Damascus, Aleppo, Latakia. (See also the IJMES Word List 

(PDF) for preferences among common spellings.) 

 

The spelling of place names should follow the script of the original (Arabic) language, not its 

oral pronunciation:  

Examples: ad-Dumayr, not Dmeir; Dayr ʿAtiyya, not Deir Atiye; Dayr az-Zawr, not Deir ez-

Zor.  

The oral versions can be given as variants if their spelling has been proven as commonly 
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used. 

Preference is given to Arabic usage and spelling, not Turkish or Persian origin: 

Ibshir Basha (not Ipshir Pasha), Khusraw (not Khosrow) 

 

 
The letters ʿayn and hamza   

 
ʿAyn and hamza should be rendered in transliteration, except for initial hamza, which is 

dropped.  

The letter used for representing ʿayn (ʿ) is unicode character (U+02BF), 

the letter used for hamza (ʾ) is unicode character (U+02BE) 

Examples for ʿayn: Jamiʿ ash-Shaykh Maʿruf, Suq ad-Diraʿ, Jamiʿ al-ʿUmari 

Examples for hamza: Suq Khaʾirbak, Dayr al-ʿAshaʾir, ʿAyn al-Khadraʾ, al-Amir (not al-

ʾAmir); Waqf Ibshir Basha (not Waqf ʾIbshir Basha) 

 

 
Ta marbuta (final -a): 

 
The Arabic ta marbuta ( ـ� ة، ) is rendered as a, not ah (and neither the Syrian dialect form -

eh, -e...) 

Example: Madrasa, qalʿa, madina  

In Arabic iḍāfa constructions /status constructus, it is rendered -at. 

Example:  Qalʿat Halab, Madrasat al-Firdaws 

 
Shadda: 

 
The Arabic shadda  ّ◌  above a vowel is rendered as double letter:  

Examples: Jamiʿ az-Zikki, Hammam al-Bayyada,  

N.B.: Arabic letters rendered with two consonants like sh, gh, th...will also be doubled: 

Bayt Al Rashshi (for ��ّآل ر �	
) 

 
Nisba: 

 
The “nisba” ending is rendered -i (masculin) or -iyya (feminin), -iyyun/ -iyyin (plural) 

Examples: al-Madrasa as-Salihiyya, al-Burj ash-Shimali,  

N.B. Do not use other spellings like -iya, -ieh, -iah, -ia etc. for feminin or -y / -iy/ -iyy for 

masculin   
 
 
Vowels:  

 
Written Arabic does not have the vowels e and o; there are only a, i, u. 
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Long vowels and diphthongs: 

 
If in Arabic a consonant is followed by alif, waw, or ya ( ي و، ا، ), this can mean two things:  

1. either it is a long vowel, which with diacritics would be rendered as ā, ī, ū, and in 

simplified IJMES is simply rendered as a, i, u. 

Examples: khan, sabil, suq. 

2. or it is a diphthong (“Zweilaut” aus zwei Vokalen), which is rendered as aw or ay (not as 

ai, ei, or au, ou...) 

Examples: Dayr az-Zawr, Khusrawiyya, ad-Dumayr, al-Haramayn 

   

 
Further links: 

    
IJMES Transliteration Chart (PDF) for a character-by-character map of IJMES transliteration 

system: 
http://ijmes.chass.ncsu.edu/docs/TransChart.pdf 

 
For specifics and exceptions, see the evolving IJMES Word List:  

http://ijmes.chass.ncsu.edu/docs/WordList.pdf 


